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Abstract: This study aims to develop a dynamic pad monitoring system (DPMS) for measuring
the surface topography of polishing pad. Chemical mechanical planarization/polishing (CMP) is a
vital process in semiconductor manufacturing. The process is applied to assure the substrate wafer
or thin film on wafer that has reached the required planarization after deposition for lithographic
processing of the desired structures of devices. Surface properties of polishing pad have a huge
influence on the material removal rate (MRR) and quality of wafer surface by CMP process. A
DPMS has been developed to analyze the performance level of polishing pad for CMP. A chromatic
confocal sensor is attached on a designed fixture arm to acquire pad topography data. By swing-arm
motion with continuous data acquisition, the surface topography information of pad can be gathered
dynamically. Measuring data are analyzed with a designed FFT filter to remove mechanical vibration
and disturbance. Then the pad surface profile and groove depth can be calculated, which the pad’s
index PU (pad uniformity) and PELI (pad effective lifetime index) are developed to evaluate the
pad’s performance level. Finally, 50 rounds of CMP experiments have been executed to investigate
the correlations of MRR and surface roughness of as-CMP wafer with pad performance. Results
of this study can be used to monitor the pad dressing process and CMP parameter evaluation for
production of IC devices.

Keywords: pad dressing; dynamic measurement; CMP; pad uniformity; pad lifetime

1. Introduction

Chemical-mechanical planarization/polishing (CMP) has been known as a key process
for global and local planarization in IC fabrication. Because of the urgent demands for
conducting linewidth of IC device downsizing to nanometers, the stability and availability
of CMP process have become critically significant [1,2] for high volume production. The
polishing pad used in CMP process is one of the most important consumables for affecting
CMP process output [3]. The material removal rate (MRR) and planarization ability of
the process are determined by the structure and material properties of polishing pads [4].
The slurry contains abrasive particles on the wafer surface for removal of the passivated
layer after chemical activation. Currently, a CMP tool is not capable of fully monitoring the
polishing pad on-line. Usually it only measures the groove depth and pad thickness or by
empirical analysis [5–7]. Some efficiency indicators of pad performance can be established
with measuring the surface topography, such as roughness and bearing area ratio so that
the polishing pad could be efficiently utilized [8–10]. The asperities and profile of pad are
associated with MRR and final quality of as-CMP wafer. The asperities and groove depth
of pad are gradually worn with CMP processes. The pad conditioning or dressing process
is necessary to restore the pad surface, but the profile and groove depth are changed with
the numbers of conditioning. As the pad topography will effectively influence the MRR
and polishing results, different kinds of measuring methods are developed to monitor the
change of the pad surface [11–13]. Nowadays, the methods of analysis of pad topography
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are mostly for static and partial area [5]. Additionally, judging the efficiency of polishing
pad and lifetime are based on groove depth and thickness. Better methods are those
that establish a system which can achieve bigger area scanning and extract pad surface
topography easily and faster. Accurate results can be obtained using optical microscope,
but the polishing pad needs to be cut and comprehensive measurement cannot be achieved.
The pad profiler can achieve a scan of a full pad, but still requires a high measurement time
and the mechanical parts are easily affected by environmental pollution. Thus, there is not
yet available for dynamic measurement of pad topography before and after CMP or pad
conditioning processes.

This study aims to develop a dynamic pad monitoring system (DPMS) for measuring
the surface topography of polishing pad. A swing-arm type conditioner is widely used
in modern polishing machines. In this study, a chromatic confocal sensor is attached
on a designed fixture arm to acquire data from pad topography. Topography of total
working area of the polishing pad is detected by rotation of polishing pad and arm motion.
Because the mechanism is fixed on the swing arm, the entire area of polishing pad can be
scanned and it can effectively reduce the measuring time. The DPMS then can provide a
performance index of polishing pad to maximize the utilization of the polishing pad in a
relatively shorter time.

2. Design and Configuration of DPMS
2.1. System Description

The DPMS is shown in Figure 1 with rotating the platen and the swing-arm motion on a
CMP tool. The monitoring mechanism is based on a concentric circle as shown in Figure 1a.
The surface topography is built by height information from a chromatic confocal sensor.
This developed DPMS is divided into motion module and measuring module. The system is
designed to ensure the movement does not have any interference with the space constraints
of the polishing tool. Experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1b. A chromatic confocal
measurement sensor with STIL MG140/CL3 sensor is used in the measuring module. The
chromatic confocal measurement is mainly done through the multi-wavelength white
dispersion lens and spectrometer design. Different wavelengths of light are focused to
different height positions, and through the pinhole design, unfocused wavelengths are
blocked out, by avoiding entering inside the spectrometer, while controlling the hole size
to control the measurement accuracy.
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Figure 1. Dynamic swing-arm chromatic confocal system.

With dynamic measurement by the swing-arm confocal system, the raw data contains
surface non-uniformity, groove depth, surface height change or roughness [13]. The
system disturbance from motor vibration or electrical noise needs to be considered for
pre-processing of analysis. A filter based on FFT method is used and the filtered signals
from specific frequencies are identified before the experiments [14–16]. Then, metrology
data can be obtained from the signal measured from the system by reducing the disturbance
of external environment.
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2.2. Mathematical Model of Scanning Locus

The main purpose of the system is to obtain the total surface information of polishing
pads. Because the system is set up on the polishing machine with a rotating platen, the
sensor’s scanning locus is combined with platen rotating and swing motion of the dressing
arm [17]. The scanning locus of height sensor needs to be calculated with the actual position
of the sensor, as the thickness of the pad changes with the radius during the CMP process.
After combining the sensor’s location and measurement data, the distribution of height
and groove depth of pad are shown in the results. The motion locus is expressed as a spiral
line; the diagram is shown in Figure 2.
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The equation of locus can be expressed as:[
X(t)
Y(t)

]
= D

[
coscos (α − ω × t)
sinsin (α − ω × t)

]
(1)

D =
√
(dx + L(β − ωd × t)) 2 + (dy + L(β − ωd × t)) 2 (2)

where D means the distance between pad center and sensor location, dx and dy are the
distance between pad center and arm’s rotating center, L is the length of swing arm, α and β
mean the initial angle of pad and swing arm, ω and ωd mean the rotating speed of pad and
swing arm.

2.3. Signal Processing and Filter Design

The measured data from the confocal sensor can be analyzed in three parts including
vibration signal, rotation signal, and height data. Since the disturbance signal will couple
with the real surface height data, the real surface features are separated by the signal
processing. The rotation signal and system vibration can be separated by FFT method
in this system. The rotating speed is defined in the beginning of the experiments. The
vibration from the structure can be filtered by determining the mechanical frequency of the
swing arm. The working frequency can be analyzed by rotating the arm independently on a
ceramic platen. The frequency data are shown in Figure 3. The IIR filter is used to eliminate
the influences of vibration and disturbances. Then the measured signal is analyzed and
presented as Figure 4a. The comparison of processed and original signals is shown in
Figure 4b,c. The original height data are combined with arm tilting, pad waviness, and
pad. As the signal is analyzed by the designed algorithm, the measurement signal can be
extracted and calculated.
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3. Experimental Method and Parameters

In CMP experiments, a HAMAI HS-720C polishing machine is attached with the
confocal system to achieve in situ monitoring. An IC1000 polyurethane pad with x-y type
groove is implemented in the experiments and its characteristics are shown in Table 1. A
Kinik 3EA-3 diamond dresser is adopted in this experiments as shown in Figure 5, which
has grit size around 100 ± 15 µm and 40–60 µm height. Related experimental parameters
of pad conditioning and CMP are listed in Tables 2–4. Some 3 × 40 mm2 Cu blanket
substrates are used in the CMP experiments with 50 rounds. The pad surface is measured
between each polishing process. The MRR and roughness of Cu substrates are measured to
compare with the change of the pad performance index. With the swing-arm monitoring
system, the measurement of pad surface has been accomplished without taking pad off-line
or pausing the CMP process. Each measurement data has been completed within 50 s
during the conditioning process for arm swinging from outer edge to inner position with
sampling rate as 1 kHz. Changes of pad thickness and groove depth can be measured
before and after each round of CMP process. Then the correlations of wafer quality and
pad performance index can be analyzed and discussed.

Table 1. Characteristics of IC1000 pad.

Pad IC1000

Thickness (mm) 1.36
Grid size (mm) 7.5

Groove width (mm) 0.5
Groove depth (mm) 0.436
Hardness (Shore D) 53
Compressibility (%) 5%

Recovery (%) 76%
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Table 2. Break-in parameters of pad dressing.

Pressure 6.89 kPa (1 psi)

Pad speed 80 rpm
Dresser head speed 70 rpm

Slurry DIW
Slurry feed rate 200 mL/min

Conditioning time 12 min

Table 3. Diamond conditioning parameters of pad.

Pressure 13.79 kPa (2 psi)

Pad speed 80 rpm
Dresser head speed 70 rpm

Slurry DIW
Slurry feed rate 200 mL/min

Conditioning time 1.5 min

Table 4. Chemical mechanical planarization/polishing (CMP) parameters.

Pressure 20.68 kPa (3 psi)

Pad speed 80 rpm
Dresser head speed 70 rpm

Slurry C8902
Slurry feed rate 200 mL/min

Conditioning time 1 min

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Measuring Points Allocating and Processing

Figure 6 shows the spiral locus obtained by a confocal sensor in different rotating
speeds of pad platen. Figure 7 shows the results to allocate the height data to pad surface
by placing target symbols on the ceramic platen of polishing machine. By calibrating the
location of measuring data with angle feedback signals from motor driver, the outlook
shape of the target symbols can be displayed clearly. With the calibration data, the surface
profile can be mapped into the corresponding location.
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4.2. Metrological Parameters

Two major indexes are investigated in this study, which are PU (pad non-uniformity)
and PELI (pad effective life time index). PU shows the pad profile and the wear condition
during the conditioning process. PELI shows the remaining lifetime of pad by evaluating
the change of groove depth. The definition of PU is as Equation (3), where Tmax and Tmin
mean the maximum and minimum value of measuring height data. Tpad means the original
pad thickness without conditioning. The PU represents the difference of pad profile, whose
value varies with the initial setup or within the dressing process. The PELI defines the
available lifetime of pad by the remaining pad groove depth. The definition of PELI shows
as Equation (4) and Hg and Hg∗ mean the groove depth before and after conditioning
process.

PU =
Tmax − Tmin

2 × Tpad
× 100% (3)

PELI =
Hg∗
Hg

× 100% (4)

To examine the system metrological parameters, 50 measurements were tested for
specific rotation speeds. The detailed experimental parameters are listed as Table 5. The
results are shown in Figure 8. For the total swing time for each measurement is 50 s, so the
length of scanning locus on pad will increase with the faster rotation speed. The result of
PU is larger than others when rotation speed is 1 rpm. Lower rotation speed will reduce
the scanning area, so the PU value will become unstable. The PELI value is stable because
the groove depth is more evenly distributed on the pad surface. The standard deviation of
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PU in each rotation speed except 1 rpm is less than 1.2%. the overall SD of experiments
is 0.48%. SD of groove depth in each rotation speed is under 3 µm, and the overall SD of
rotation speed from 1 rpm to 100 rpm is 5.58 µm.

Table 5. Parameters of metrological experiments.

Platen Rotation Speed 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 rpm

Swing Arm Rotation Speed 1◦/s
Sampling Rate 1000 Hz

Measurement times 50 times
Scan time 50 s
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Figure 8. Results of metrological experiments.

4.3. PU and PELI in CMP Experiments

Figure 9 shows the change of PELI (pad effective lifetime index) and PU (pad non-
uniformity) value in CMP experiments. The PELI decreases to 30.5% after 50 rounds
of CMP experiments and PU increases to 61.9% in the same time. Figure 10 shows the
re-mapped pad surface profile from the measuring data. After 50 rounds of CMP process
with conditioning between each polishing, a dish-type pf pad profile is measured. The
dish-type shape is formed because of the difference of relative speed with pad radius.
The pad cutting rate (PCR) is higher at inner area due to the higher relative speed. The
scanning electron microscope(SEM) photos of cross-section of pad after 50 rounds of tests
are shown as Figure 11 to verify the change of the groove depth during CMP process.
Figure 11a shows the locations to take the SEM pictures. The pad’s area is separated into
6 ring sections from outer ring to inner ring. Figure 11b is the cross-section on groove of
new IC1000 pad. Figure 11c–h shows the wear of pad’s groove from outer area to pad
center.
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4.4. Correlations of CMP Results with Pad Performance Index

After 50 rounds of CMP tests with totally 150 CuB substrates, the MRR of CMP and sur-
face roughness Sa are presented in Figures 12 and 13. The average MRR is 602.97 nm/min
and the average Sa is 3.496 nm. The MRR is 710 nm/min and reaches a maximum
762.5 nm/min in the third round of CMP experiment. From experimental results, the
PELI and PU remain the same during the first three rounds of tests. The MRR decreases
under average value after 25 rounds of tests and Sa of wafer increases over the average line
after 31 rounds of test, but Sa value has a trend to increase around 25 rounds of test.

The PELI refers to the remaining groove depth of pad, which represents the ability
to store and transfer slurry during CMP process. The effective groove depth can be used
to refresh and spread the slurry into the surface between pad asperities and CMP area of
Cu film. With the wearing of pad thickness or reducing pad groove depth, the MRR of
CMP keeps decreasing. When PELI is smaller than 65%, i.e., the groove depth is less than
280 µm, the MRR of CMP becomes unstable. The MRR is 525 nm/min as PELI is between
35~50%. The MRR of CMP decreases 35% as the PELI of pad is over 70%.
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Figures 14 and 15 show the correlations between MRR of CMP with PELI and PU of
polishing pad. The MRR of CMP has a high correlation as 0.94 with PELI and −0.94 with
PU. The high correlation factor shows the MRR of CMP is highly influenced by the PELI of
pad.

Consequently, Figures 16 and 17 show the correlations between wafer Sa with PU and
PELI. The correlations are obtained as 0.74 and −0.74. The wafer Sa keeps in the same level
in the first 25 rounds of the test, and then raises with continuous tests. The correlations
are obtained 0.93 and −0.91 by calculating only the last 25 rounds of the CMP tests, where
the PELI is below 66.8%. The wafer Sa is significantly affected when pad is conditioned
after rounds of processes. The correlations of each performance index and wafer quality
are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Correlations of Wafer and pad index.

Wafer/Pad Index MRR(nm/min) Sa(µm) Sa(µm)
Last 25 rounds

PU(%) −0.94 0.76 0.93
PELI(%) 0.94 −0.76 −0.91

5. Conclusions

This study has developed and completed a dynamic pad measurement system (DPMS)
of surface topography for chemical mechanical polishing/planarization (CMP) process of
IC fabrication. The integration of a chromatic confocal measurement probe into a dressing
arm in CMP tool can be used for in-process acquiring pad topography for accessing the
pad performance index. The measuring time can be minimized with the motion of the
pad conditioning arm and not affecting the CMP throughput. Two major indexes of PU
and PELI are presented to identify the status and performance level of the pad during the
CMP process. Relationship of wafer quality and pad performance index are discussed
by 50 rounds of CMP experiments. The change of PELI and PU are obvious, the wear of
pad can be observed by the SEM cross-section photos. The PELI starts from 99.2% and
ends with 34.61%, in which the groove is almost gone in the inner part of pad. The PU
is 1.9% to 58.7% from start to end. The PU and PELI have high correlations, −0.94 and
0.94, with wafer MRR. Considering wafer Sa remains in the early stage of the experiments,
the PU and PELI also highly correlated with wafer Sa for calculating the late stage of the
experiments of 0.93 and −0.91. The MRR is changing with the wear of pad during CMP
experiments, and the wafer Sa is affected by pad profile when the pad cutting rate (PCR)
increases to a certain level. In this study, the Sa value will be highly correlated when PELI
is below 66.8%. The MRR drops by 64% and wafer Sa raises 35% with the PELI decreasing
by 64.6% and PU increasing by 56.8%.

Results of the study show that the developed DPMS can monitor the change of pad
surface profile, which are significantly correlated with wafer quality by CMP. Experimental
results can be used positively to predict pad life time for in-process process control of the
CMP process.
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